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Dear Fashion/Beauty creative,

We are delighted that you have considered submitting your work for inclusion in Voir Fashion magazine, or on the 
Voir Fashion digital website. Please take a little time to read the guidelines below in order to understand what is 
required, and to avoid unnecessary disappointment.

1. Please take into consideration Voir Fashion focuses on fashion, trends, and exciting concepts.

2. Consider the season of publication and try to ensure your ideas are relevant e.g Autumn/Winter 20017

3. Take time to think very carefully about your concept and what exactly you are stating through your work.

 A well-thought out concept stands more chance of being accepted than an ill-conceived one.

 This could be an abstract idea or one which captures the essence of the season.

4. Initially submit mood boards rather than finished work.

5. Voir Fashion Magazine unfortunately does not have a budget to allocate to submissions, an artist

will submit work on the premise that he/she will gain far-reaching online exposure should the work be accepted.

6. Please note that by submitting an idea for approval, this will not guarantee acceptance for publication.

7. If a submisson is approved for publication, Voir Fashion reserves the right to publish the work within Voir 

Fashion digital magazine, or upload the artwork to Voir Fashion digital website. It also reserves the right to share 

the artwork on the Voir Fashion social media channels.

7. Owing to the volume of submissions we receive, we cannot guarantee an immediate response, however if your

work is exceptional, you should hear from us within 14 days of submitting.

8. Voir Fashion Magazine is published quarterly - March, June, September & December.

Our creative team take time to select any submission which not only captures fashion/beauty/art in the most 
inspiring and evocative way, but also demonstrates an aptitude on the part of the creative, to developing ideas 
which are at the leading-edge of visual communication.

We wish you all the very best.

Kind regards

Voir Editorial Team

Voir Fashion
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
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